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Abstract 

The pure rotational spectrum of the open shell difluorocyanomethyl radical, ĊF2CN, has been 

measured using two Balle-Flygare-type cavity Fourier-Transform-Microwave (FTMW) 

spectrometers both equipped with pulsed discharged nozzles. A total of 156 transitions (from 

N = 1 – 0 to 6 – 5, and Ka = 0, 1, 2, 3) in the electronic ground state were observed between 6.5 

GHz and 38.4 GHz with a typical linewidth of ~5 kHz full-width-half-maximum. A 

Hamiltonian that included semi-rigid rotor, spin-rotation, and nuclear hyperfine parameters 

was fit to the observed data set and these parameters have been interpreted and compared to 

similar radicals. Excellent agreement between experimental and uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ 

calculated rotational constants, the experimental inertial defect, −0.6858(2) uÅ2, and the failure 

of a coupling scheme in which the fluorine nuclei are treated as identical and related by a C2v 

symmetry axis combine to indicate a nonplanar structure for the ĊF2CN radical. 

 

Keywords: Microwave spectroscopy, rotational spectroscopy, spin-rotation coupling, nuclear 

quadrupole coupling, Fermi contact, difluorocyanomethyl radical 
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1. Introduction 

The methyl radical is known from experiment to be planar [1–4].  However, there is a 

progression towards a trigonal pyramidal structure as the methyl radical is successively 

fluorinated, that is, ĊH2F through ĊHF2 to ĊF3 [5–8], see Figure 1. Theoretical studies have 

indicated that the planar to pyramidal structural change is due to the increased electronegativity 

of F over H and the distinct ability of the lone pairs on fluorine to conjugate with the singly 

occupied carbon atomic orbital [9–11]. In short, the hybridization of the carbon atom 

progresses from sp2 in ĊH3 to sp3 in ĊF3.  

But what of other members of the ĊX3 radical family? High resolution spectroscopic 

studies have been performed on the ĊH2X subset (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) [12–18], demonstrating 

that each of these radicals is planar or very close to it. The ĊH2X subset may be extended by 

allowing X to be a group of atoms. From this perspective it is of note that both ĊH2CCH and 

the isoelectronic ĊH2CN have also been found to be planar [19,20]. 

Alongside the development of a coherent structural story of the class of compounds 

starting from ĊH3 and moving toward ĊF3, it is interesting to consider reversing the direction 

and studying ĊF2X radicals.  Given that the ĊH2X radicals are planar; that is, they appear closer 

to ĊH3 in geometric structure, and one might anticipate that the ĊF2X radicals would be 

pyramidal, appearing closer to ĊF3 in geometric structure. However, it is not that 

straightforward.  In 2006, Kang and Novick recorded the microwave spectrum of ĊF2CCH and 

determined its structure to be planar [21]. The question on the structure of the isoelectronic 

radical ĊF2CN becomes interesting. Will it be planar like ĊF2CCH? Or, recalling that the CN 

group is considered a pseudohalogen [22], will it be pyramidal like the ĊHF2 or ĊF3 radicals? 

We aim to find the answer to this question with the combination of FTMW spectroscopy and 

quantum chemical calculations. 
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Figure 1. Upper trace: structures of the ĊH3, ĊFH2, ĊF2H, ĊF3 radicals and CF4 molecule. 

Lower trace: ĊF2CCH and ĊF2CN. The star indicates that the planarity of ĊF2CN is in question. 

The umbrella angle, , is defined as (C, C, F, F) for the ĊF2CCH and ĊF2CN radicals. 

 

Beyond the structural aspects, further motivation arises from environmental concerns 

[23,24]. Hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons are greenhouse gases which make 

contributions to global warming. Many heavy halogenated fluorocarbons such as 

bromofluorocarbons and chlorofluorocarbons are ozone-depleting substances, which have 

destroyed the ozone layer for decades. Almost all halocarbons degrade in the atmosphere. For 

example, ĊF2Cl and ĊF2Br are intermediate products of the UVB photodissociation of CF2Cl2 

(Freon-12, refrigerant, and aerosol spray propellent) and CF2BrCl (Freon-12B1 or Halon-1211, 

fire extinguisher). With increasing production due to industrial demands [25,26], effects on 

environmental change deserve more attention. Hydrogen cyanide is the most common cyanide 

occurring in the earth’s atmosphere with a primary source being biomass burning [27,28]. 

However, the subsequent degradation mechanisms involving the halogenated alkyl radicals, 

including the interplay with cyanides, are not well established, largely due to a “lack of 

laboratory-based information” [29]. The present work provides fundamental spectroscopic 

constants for the ĊF2CN radical.  

 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Quantum Chemical Calculations 

Levchenko and Krylov [30] have pointed out that DFT/uB3LYP [31,32] predictions agree with 

benchmark studies of the equilibrium properties of many doublet radicals [33–35]. Therefore, 

the DFT/uB3LYP method was first used in this work for geometry optimizations. All 
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calculations were performed with the Gaussian program [36,37]. We first optimized the 

geometry at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory to access theoretical equilibrium 

rotational constants to aid the spectral assignment. Previous studies on other radicals in the 

literature reported that their molecular structures are not always planar (see Section 1). 

Therefore, we started with a non-planar geometry for ĊF2CN. The optimized geometry 

remained non-planar and is illustrated in Figure 2. The Cartesian coordinates are given in Table 

S-1 in the Supplementary Material. Anharmonic frequency calculations were also carried out 

at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level to access ground state rotational constants and centrifugal 

distortion constants. From the calculated dipole moment components of a = 2.11 D, b = 0.00 

D, and c = 0.16 D, only a-type transitions were expected.  

 

 

Figure 2. The molecular structure of ĊF2CN optimized at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of 

theory in the ab and ac principal planes. The fluorine atoms are in light green, carbon atoms 

grey, and the nitrogen atom is blue. The carbon at the 3 position is referred to as the methylenic 

carbon in the text. The CN triple bond is shown in the ac plane but not visible in profile in the 

ab plane. Upon close inspection, the figures clearly show that the quantum chemical 

equilibrium geometry is non-planar with a Cs molecular symmetry. The (F,C,F) angle is 

calculated to be 113o, whereas both (F,C,C) angles are calculated to be 122o. 

 

 

2.2 . Hamiltonian Models 

In open shell molecules, such as doublet molecules, S = ½, both fine and hyperfine 

structures on pure rotational transitions are often observed in highly resolved microwave 

spectra. The resulting fine and hyperfine parameters that are recoverable from such spectra are 

of considerable use in understanding a molecule’s electronic and geometric structure. 
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Although the presence of an unpaired electron can introduce three kinds of fine structure 

interactions, namely spin-orbit, spin-rotation, and spin-spin interactions, in non-linear 

polyatomic molecules in doublet states the spin-rotation interaction is the most important[38]. 

The spin-rotation parameters, εαβ, are second-order terms often providing insight into the 

location of excited electronic states. 

The T tensor represents the through-space anisotropic magnetic dipole - magnetic 

dipole interaction between the electronic spin S and the nuclear spins of the nitrogen nucleus, 

IN, and the nuclear spins of the fluorine nuclei, IF1 and IF2. These terms are written as S⋅T⋅I and 

we measured the on-diagonal components of this traceless tensor and one off-diagonal 

component Tab(N). 

The Fermi contact interaction, aF, whose Hamiltonian operator is given by aFI⋅S, has 

no classical analogy. However, we note that Nierenberg has presented a derivation of the Fermi 

contact term from classical electromagnetic theory [39,40]. The aF term provides insights into 

the unpaired electron spin density at the nucleus in question. We measured the Fermi contact 

term for both the nitrogen, IN = 1, and the fluorine nuclei, IF1 = IF2 = ½. 

Finally, nitrogen, with its spin of 1, has a nuclear electric quadrupole tensor interaction 

between the field gradient of the electrons and the quadrupole moment of the nucleus. We were 

able to measure all three diagonal elements of the nitrogen nuclear electric quadrupole tensor. 

Two quantum number coupling schemes were used in this work to label the quantum 

states of ĊF2CN. There are two possible symmetry groups, depending on whether the molecule 

is planar or not. The fluorine nuclei can be treated separately if they can be exchanged by a 

180° rotation, going from above to under the C3-C4-N5 plane (see the left-hand side part of 

Figure 2 for visualization). This requires a C2 symmetry of the molecule, which in turn requires 

the molecule to be planar. If ĊF2CN is not planar, a 180° rotation cannot exchange them (see 

the right-hand side part of Figure 2), but they are still equivalent since the ac-plane is a 

symmetry/mirror plane. The molecular symmetry is Cs, and the fluorine nuclei cannot be 

treated separately. 

If no assumption about the C2v symmetry of the molecule is made and the nuclear spins 

of the fluorine atoms are treated independently, a “sequential spin coupling scheme” is used: 

J = N + S,  F1 = J + IN,  F2 = F1 + IF1,    F = F2 + IF2.    (1) 
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IF1 and IF2 are the nuclear angular momentum vectors of the two fluorine nuclei, and IN is that 

of the nitrogen nucleus.  The Hamiltonian operator can be written as: 

H = Hrot + Hsr + Hhfs(N) + Hhfs(F1) + Hhfs(F2).     (2) 

Where Hrot is the semi-rigid part consisting of a rigid rotor Hamiltonian supplemented with 

quartic centrifugal distortion corrections [41]: 

𝐇rot = 𝐴𝑁𝑎
2 + 𝐵𝑁𝑏

2 + 𝐶𝑁𝑐
2 − ∆𝑁𝑁4 − ∆𝑁𝐾𝐍2𝑁𝑎

2 − ∆𝐾𝑁𝑎
4 − 2𝛿𝑁𝐍2(𝑁𝑏

2 − 𝑁𝑐
2) −

𝛿𝐾{𝑁𝑎
2, (𝑁𝑏

2 − 𝑁𝑐
2)}                 (3) 

and Hsr is the term for the electron spin - molecular overall rotation interactions: 

𝐇sr =
1

2
∑ 휀𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 (𝑁𝛼𝑆𝛽 + 𝑆𝛽𝑁𝛼).       (4) 

If the off-diagonal terms of the spin-rotation tensor is taken to be zero, Eq. (4) becomes: 

𝐇sr = 휀𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑎𝑆𝑎 + 휀𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑏𝑆𝑏 + 휀𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑐𝑆𝑐.      (5) 

The last three terms of Eq. (2) contain the magnetic hyperfine interactions between the 

unpaired electron and the nitrogen and fluorine atoms, as well as the nitrogen quadrupole 

coupling: 

𝐇hfs(N) = (𝑎𝐹)N𝐒 ∙ 𝐈N + (𝑇𝑎𝑎)N𝑆𝑎𝐼N𝑎
+ (𝑇𝑏𝑏)N𝑆𝑏𝐼N𝑏

+ (𝑇𝑐𝑐)N𝑆𝑐𝐼N𝑐
+ (𝑇𝑎𝑏)N𝑆𝑎𝐼N𝑏

+

1

2𝐼(2𝐼−1)
 ∑ 𝜒𝛼,𝛽[𝐼𝛼, 𝐼𝛽]

+𝛼,𝛽          (6) 

𝐇hfs(F) = (𝑎𝐹)F1𝐒 ∙ 𝐈F1 + (𝑇𝑎𝑎)F1𝑆𝑎𝐼F1𝑎
+ (𝑇𝑏𝑏)F1𝑆𝑏𝐼F1𝑏

+ (𝑇𝑐𝑐)F1𝑆𝑐𝐼F1𝑐
+

(𝑇𝑎𝑏)F1𝑆𝑎𝐼F1𝑏
+(𝑎𝐹)F2𝐒 ∙ 𝐈F2 + (𝑇𝑎𝑎)F2𝑆𝑎𝐼F2𝑎

+ (𝑇𝑏𝑏)F2𝑆𝑏𝐼F2𝑏
+ (𝑇𝑐𝑐)F2𝑆𝑐𝐼F2𝑐

+

(𝑇𝑎𝑏)F2𝑆𝑎𝐼F2𝑏
          (7) 

where aF is the Fermi contact term; Taa, Tbb, Tcc, denote the diagonal terms of the second rank 

tensors of the magnetic dipolar interaction between I and S; S denotes the electron spin, and Ii 

(i = N, F1, F2) denote the nuclear spin corresponding to the i-th nucleus; Sa, Sb, Sc and Iia, Iib, 

Iic are the components of S and Ii along the principal axis a, b, and c, respectively[38,42,43]. 

The last term of 𝐇hfs(N) is the nuclear quadrupole coupling Hamiltonian HQ [44], which can 

be written in a form appropriate for use with Pickett's SPFIT/SPCAT programs[45,46]: 
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𝐇𝑄 =  
1

2𝐼(2𝐼−1)
{

3

2
𝜒𝑎𝑎 [𝐼𝑎

2 −
1

3
𝐈2] +

1

4
(𝜒𝑏𝑏 − 𝜒𝑐𝑐)[𝐼+

2 + 𝐼−
2] + 𝜒𝑎𝑏[𝐼𝑎𝐼𝑏 + 𝐼𝑏𝐼𝑎]+𝜒𝑎𝑐[𝐼𝑎𝐼𝑐 +

𝐼𝑐𝐼𝑎] + +𝜒𝑏𝑐[𝐼𝑏𝐼𝑐 + 𝐼𝑐𝐼𝑏]}         (8) 

where the ij terms correspond to the components of the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling 

tensor. 

However, if (and only if) ĊF2CN holds a C2v symmetry like ĊF2CCH, then an 

alternative spin coupling scheme may be used when there are n-equivalent spins. In this case 

the spins of two fluorine nuclei can couple together to obtain a unique nuclear spin, IF = IF1 + 

IF2, for the fluorine atoms, then couple it with other angular momenta. The so called “IF 

coupling scheme” is given as follows: 

J = N + S,  F1 = J + IN,  IF = IF1 + IF2,    F = F1 + IF.   (9) 

For the IF coupling scheme, the resulting Hamiltonian is as above with the simplification that 

Hhfs(F) reduces to: 

𝐇hfs(F) = (𝑎𝐹)F𝐒 ∙ 𝐈F + (𝑇𝑎𝑎)F𝑆𝑎𝐈F𝑎
+ (𝑇𝑏𝑏)F𝑆𝑏𝐈F𝑏

+ (𝑇𝑐𝑐)F𝑆𝑐𝐈F𝑐
+ (𝑇𝑎𝑏)F𝑆𝑎𝐈F𝑏

.        (10) 

If ĊF2CN holds a C2v symmetry then the two fluorine atoms can be interchanged by a 

180° rotation about the a-axis. Therefore, it is meaningful to couple the nuclear spins of ½ of 

the two fluorine atoms, IF, to give an ortho nuclear spin triplet state of IF = 1 (75%) and a para 

nuclear spin singlet state of IF = 0 (25%).  

Since the two fluorine nuclei are fermions, the total wave function must be anti-

symmetric (⊝), that is: 

Ψtot = Ψelec  Ψvib  Ψrot  Ψnucl(F) = ⊝.      (11) 

Because the spectra are measured in the electronic and vibrational ground state (2B1 and 

v = 0, respectively), the electronic wave function Ψelec is ⊝ (negative parity) and the vibrational 

wave function Ψvib is 0+ (positive parity). Therefore, Ψrot  Ψnucl(F) = . By exchanging the 

two fluorine nuclei with an 180° rotation about the a-axis, Ψrot is ⊝ for Ka odd and  for Ka 

even. Finally, the spin wave function for the fluorine nuclear wave function, Ψnucl(F), is  for 

the ortho state with α(1)α(2),  2-½[α(1)β(2) + β(1)α(2)],  β(1)β(2), and ⊝ for the para state with 

2½[α(1)β(2)  β(1)α(2)]. The total wave function can thus only be antisymmetric if the ortho 

spin state possesses Ka even and the para spin state Ka odd: 
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Ψ𝑡𝑜𝑡 = Ψ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐
⊝ ⨂Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏

 ⨂Ψ𝑟𝑜𝑡
 (𝐾𝑎 even)⨂Ψ𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙

 (𝐹)(𝐼𝐹 = 1) =⊝   (12a) 

Ψ𝑡𝑜𝑡 = Ψ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐
⊝ ⨂Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏

 ⨂Ψ𝑟𝑜𝑡
⊝ (𝐾𝑎 odd)⨂Ψ𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙

⊝ (𝐹)(𝐼𝐹 = 0) =⊝    (12b) 

If ĊF2CN does possess a symmetry axis that passes through the ĊCN atoms and bisects 

the F‒Ċ‒F angle then the both the sequential and IF coupling schemes should produce similar 

quality fits to the experimental data with equivalent spectroscopic parameters.  

2.3. Experimental 

The rotational spectra of ĊF2CN were recorded using two supersonic jet FTMW 

spectrometers equipped with pulsed discharge nozzles. A detailed description of the 

spectrometers can be found elsewhere [47,48]. Many modifications have been made, since the 

initial construction of the instruments including the coaxial expansion of the gas pulse along 

the cavity axis for increased sensitivity and resolution, changes in microwave circuitry for 

decreasing noise, and the software updated for automatic scanning. A gas sample of ~0.3% 

trifluoracetonitrile CF3CN seeded in neon or argon carrier gas at a stagnation pressure of ~1 

atm is expanded through a 0.8 mm diameter General Valve nozzle. CF3CN was commercially 

available (~97%, Matrix Scientific Co.), and used without further purification. The expanding 

precursor gas pulse encounters a 900 V pulsed discharge that serves to cleave a C–F bond to 

form the ĊF2CN radical. The pulsed DC discharge unit [49] is installed right after the General 

Valve nozzle. The discharge region is ~1 to 2.5 cm away from the nozzle exit.  Thereafter, the 

hot plasma moiety continues to expand until it reaches the Mach disk. The background pressure 

in the vacuum chamber is ~106 Torr. The rotational temperature of chemical species in the jet 

is cooled down to a few Kelvin. At such a low temperature, only the lowest rotational energy 

levels can be populated. The pulsed plasma jet beam enters the high Q Fabry-Pérot cavity, then 

a microwave pulse is broadcast onto the jet pulse at the center of the cavity. If the transition 

lies within the 300 kHz bandwidth of the microwave pulse and cavity mode combination, a 

macroscopic polarization is induced in the molecular species. The free induction decay of this 

polarization is collected and averaged, usually for a couple hundred gas pulses, then Fourier-

transformed to yield the spectrum of ĊF2CN. The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the 

peak is ~5 kHz, which is comparable to the resolution limit of the spectrometer.  

Transitions between 6.5 GHz and 26.5 GHz were measured at Wesleyan University. A 

preliminary fit was obtained with a root-mean-square (rms) deviation of ~12 kHz, which then 

allowed higher frequency transitions to be recorded between 26.5 and 38.4 GHz using a Balle-
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Flygare FTMW instrument at Harvard University. Helmholtz coils were used to cancel the 

Earth’s magnetic field of ~½ Gauss and ~45° inside the FTMW spectrometer. Using a Gauss 

meter, adjustments were made until the magnetic field was zero in all directions. A spectrum 

with and without Helmholtz coils is shown in Figure 3. For a few observed transitions, we 

found unexpected doublet splittings, with an example illustrated in Figure 3. These 

observations may arise from an inversion motion which is discussed below.  However, these 

doublets were not considered further in the analyses. 

 

Figure 3. A spectrum of the 303  202 transition of ĊF2CN with Helmholtz coils turned on (left 

hand side) and turned off (right hand side). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.  Spectral analysis 

Molecular parameters obtained from calculations at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of 

theory were sufficiently accurate to give preliminary transition assignments. Therefore, the 

search for the ĊF2CN transitions was straightforward. A total of 156 atype rotational 

transitions, from N = 1 – 0 to 6 – 5 and Ka = 0, 1, 2, 3 were measured and fitted in a global fit 

using the SPFIT/SPCAT program [45] where we applied the sequential spin coupling scheme. 

A satisfactory standard deviation of 4.0 kHz was achieved for this global fit, which is very 

close to the experimental accuracy. The spectroscopic parameters obtained are shown in Table 

1. The transition frequencies and assignments are given in Table S-2 of the Supplementary 

Material. The spectroscopic parameters obtained using the IF coupling scheme are also shown 

in Table 1. It is particularly noteworthy that the quality of these fits is significantly worse than 

that obtained for the sequential coupling scheme and in fact not all the measured lines could be 
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used in these latter fits. If all the transitions used in the global fit (156) were separated into 

either IF = 0 transitions (74) and IF = 1 transitions (82) then it was found that the IF = 0 fit 

produced a microwave rms of 380 kHz well above the line center uncertainties, and the IF = 1 

fit would not converge at all. In consequence, and as seen in Table 1, to achieve satisfactory 

separate IF = 0 and IF = 1 fits, the data sets had to be arbitrarily pruned. This is interpreted as 

evidence that ĊF2CN does not hold a C2v symmetry axis along the a-axis. 

 

Table 1: Experimental spectroscopic parameters of ĊF2CN obtained with the program 

SPFIT/SPCAT compared to values predicted at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory.  

Par.a Unit IF = 0, 1 b IF = 0 c IF = 1 c Calc.d 

A0 MHz 11011.074(19) 11010.75(27) 10998.9(48) 11010.2 

B0 MHz 4081.72671(39) 4081.72944(63) 4081.30(17) 4080.5 

C0 MHz 2989.93490(32) 2989.93070(46) 2990.36(17) 2982.5 

ΔN kHz   0.6011(38) 0.566e 0.566e 0.566 

ΔNK kHz 18.042(41) 16.3e  18.80(32) 16.3 

ΔK kHz 1.270e 1.27e  1.27e  1.27 

ΔN kHz   0.1711(32) 0.160e  0.160e  0.160 

δK kHz   9.700e 9.70e  9.70e  9.70 

aa MHz 46.5629(54) 46.602(11) 46.547(32) / 

bb MHz 23.6850(19) 23.7199(53) 23.695(13) / 

cc MHz   0.12475(89) 0.1028(27) 0.1219(91) / 

aF(N) MHz     7.9065(21) 7.9116(47) 7.9057(33) 4.49 

aa(N) MHz   4.3780(28) 4.3735(92) 4.3983(60) 4.97 

bb(N) MHz     2.8140(45)     2.813(12)     2.882(29) 3.51 

cc(N) MHz     1.564(11)     1.561(26)     1.517(80) 1.46 

Taa(N) MHz 12.1549(30) 12.1528(47) 12.1586(61) 17.9 

(TbbTcc)(N) MHz 32.6189(62) 32.621(11) 32.604(52) 45.7 

aF(F) MHz 189.163(25) / 189.189(34) 95.9 

Taa(F) MHz 178.6635(39) / 178.6640(46) 189 

(TbbTcc)(F) MHz 565.1764(30) / 564.83(16) 600 

Tab(F) MHz    18.723(25) / 16.69(71)  

Ne  156 31 65 / 

 f kHz 4.3 4.8 4.6 / 

a All parameters refer to the principal axis system. Watson’s A reduction and Ir representation 

were used. b Global fit including all lines belong to the IF = 0 and 1 states, that is, the sequential 

coupling scheme. c Separate fits performed at the initial assignment stage taking into account 

either the IF = 0 or 1 state lines, that is, the IF coupling scheme, see text. d Ground state 
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rotational constants and centrifugal distortion constants obtained from anharmonic frequency 

calculations. e Fixed to the calculated value. e Number of transitions. f Root-mean-squares 

deviation of the fit.    

3.2. Structural Parameters 

The ground state rotational constants calculated at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory 

are in excellent agreement with those deduced from the global SPFIT/SPCAT fit. The A and B 

constants match almost exactly, and the deviation of 7.4 MHz for the C constant is a relative 

difference of only 0.25%. Although slightly worse for ĊF2CCH, the rotational constants were 

also quite well predicted at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level [21]. The centrifugal distortion 

constants agree well with those obtained from the fit. However, the ΔK and δK values were not 

well-determined and needed to be fixed to the calculated values. The agreement between 

calculated and observed rotational constants is interpreted to mean that the ground state 

geometry of ĊF2CN is not planar as shown in Figure 2.  

3.3. Spin-Rotation and Hyperfine Constants 

3.3.1. Spin-Rotation Constants 

To second order, the expression for the components of the spin-rotation tensor along the 

molecular principal axes is given by 

휀𝛼𝛼 = 2ℏ ∑
⟨ 𝑛∣∣𝐿𝛼/𝐼𝛼𝛼∣∣0 ⟩⟨ 0∣∣𝐴𝑆𝑂𝐿𝛼∣∣𝑛 ⟩

𝐸𝑛−𝐸0
𝑛       (13) 

where  = a, b, or c, the sum is over the excited electronic states with energy En, L is the 

electronic orbital angular momentum operator, I are the components of the moment of inertia 

tensor, and ASO is the spin-orbit coupling constant [38,50,51]. Table 2 shows the spin-rotation 

parameters, scaled by their respective ground state rotational constants, for a variety of related 

radicals of the type ĊX3, where X represents either a terminal atom or group (not necessarily 

the same). We note that the scaled spin-rotation parameters for ĊF2CN, ĊF2CCH, and ĊH2F 

are very similar. For the selection of radicals in Table 2, it is readily observed that |aa/A0| ≈ 

|bb/B0| > |cc/C0|. From a purely geometric perspective, the relatively small values of cc/C0 are 

most readily rationalized by noting that for all these radicals, the unpaired electron is in a p 

orbital perpendicular to the “plane” of each molecule such that Lc is close to zero. Notice that 

|cc/C0| for ĊH3 (planar) is considerably smaller than for ĊF3 (non-planar). Also, an 

approximate equality between aa/A0 and bb/B0 may be used as a measure of molecular 
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planarity where La ≈ Lb. Indeed, the presence of a C3 symmetry axis requires La = Lb. However, 

a thorough comparison is treacherous given that the L operator places symmetry requirements 

on the relevant excited electronic state(s) ∣ 𝑛 ⟩, and it is possible that such excited electronic 

state symmetries are absent or, at least, of differing energies within a comparative group such 

as that shown in Table 2.  

Table 2.  Comparison of the spin-rotation interaction constants for a variety of related radicals. 

The spin-rotation constants are scaled by the rotational constants and are therefore unitless. 

Molecule Ref (aa/A0)  103 (bb/B0)  103 (cc/C0)  103 

ĊH3 [52]  –1.219(1) 0.02(1) 

ĊH2F [12] –4.1(1) –6.003(3) –0.051(1) 

ĊH2
35C [14] –11.4820(4) –14.900(2) 0.783(2) 

ĊH2
79Br [17] –45.898(2) –61.299(7) 6.258(8) 

ĊH2I [18] –106.297(1) –104.145(3) 24.242(3) 

ĊH2CCH [19] –1.8378(2) –1.210(3) –0.056(3) 

ĊH2CN [53] –2.321(2) –2.354(7) –0.206(1) 

ĊF2CCH [21] –4.2848(8) –4.478(1) 0.124(1) 

ĊF2CN This work –4.2288(5) –5.8027(5) –0.0417(3) 

ĊF3 [54]  –3.348(1) 0.593(1) 

 

3.3.2. Fluorine and Nitrogen Dipolar Coupling Tensors 

The dipolar coupling constants of both fluorine and nitrogen atoms in ĊF2CN are reported in 

Table 1 and compared with related radicals in Table 3. For both fluorine and nitrogen, it is 

readily seen that Taa ≈ Tbb ≈ ½Tcc indicating that at both nuclei the unpaired electron mainly 

occupies the p orbital extending perpendicularly to the molecular plane consistent with the 

interpretation of the spin-rotation parameters. When the observed Tcc(N), 28.386(5) MHz, is 

compared with the value for atomic nitrogen, 111.04 MHz[55], the p-character electron spin 

density at the nitrogen is calculated to be 20.2%, comparable to the 25.7% spin density at the 

nitrogen in ĊH2CN. A similar treatment for Tcc(F) leads to a spin density on each fluorine atom 

of 10.6%. A comparison of dipolar couplings and spin densities for related molecules is 

presented in Table 4. Assuming that the remainder of the spin density is on the methylenic 

carbon leads to a carbon spin density of 58.6%. The spin densities calculated in this way for 

the methylenic carbon and fluorine atoms agree well with those determined by a natural atomic 

orbital (NAO) analysis at the uB3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory, which determines the 

methylenic carbon and fluorine spin densities to be 59% and 7%, respectively. However, the 

agreement between experimental dipolar coupling and NAO derived nitrogen spin density is 
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poor with 20.2% and 34%, respectively. This disagreement is likely due to the cyanide carbon 

itself having an NAO spin density of 12%, that is, an excess of beta electron spin, see Figure 

4. 

Table 3: Comparison of the hyperfine spectroscopic constants (in MHz) in the ĊH2CCH, 

ĊF2CCH, ĊH2CN and ĊF2CN radicals. 

Parameter ĊH2CCH[19] ĊF2CCH[21] ĊH2CN[53] ĊF2CNa 

Methylenic H/F     

aF (H/F) –54.2(1) 145.73(2) –59.82(30) 189.17(3) 

Taa (H/F) –14.12(2) −153.502(3) –15.891(70) 178.665(4) 

Tbb (H/F) 12.88(3) −166.66(3) 10(24) 193.260(5) 

Tcc (H/F) 1.25(3) 320.16(3) – 371.925(6) 

Tab (F)  13.4(3)  18.71(2) 

     

Acetylenic H or N     

aF (H/N) –36.32(2) −32.542(4) 9.513(63) 7.907(2) 

Taa (H/N) 17.40(2) 16.1589(7) –15.671(98) 12.154(3) 

Tbb (H/N) –17.22(8) −16.31(2) –12.8(13) 10.233(8) 

Tcc (H/N) –0.18(8) 0.0(2) – 22.387(8) 

aa (N)   –4.182(98) –4.3794(28) 

bb (N)   2.1 (fixed) 2.8131(45) 

cc (N)   2.082 (fixed) 1.566(11) 
a This work. 

 

Table 4. Halogen dipolar coupling constants and spin densities on halogen () for a variety of 

related radicals. 

Molecule Ref Taa / MHz Tbb / MHz –½Tcc / MHz  / %a 

ĊH2F [12] –255.205 –212.31 –233.758 13.3 

ĊH2
35Cl [14] –32.2968 –23.0041 –27.6505 15.7 

ĊH2
79Br [17] –148.38 –109.27 –128.825 15.8 

ĊH2I [18] –152.964 –138.988 –145.976 18.0 

ĊF2CCH [21] –153.502 –166.659 –160.081 9.10 

ĊF2CN This work –178.665 –193.26 –185.963 10.6 

a Calculated from Tcc / (2  ⅖  P)  100 %, where P is the atomic anisotropic hyperfine parameter 

taken from reference [55]. 
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Figure 4. Spin density map of the ĊH3, ĊF3, ĊF2CCH, and ĊF2CN radicals as calculated by 

uB3LYP/aug-ccpVQZ. The dark blue and green regions are the - and -spin density, 

respectively.  

 

3.3.3. Fluorine and Nitrogen Isotropic Fermi Contact Terms 

Fermi contact terms determined for the fluorine and nitrogen nuclei in ĊF2CN are presented in 

Tables 1 and 3. The values obtained are much smaller than the corresponding atomic values 

and are both positive as expected for heavy atoms. The s character of the unpaired electron 

orbital on the N and F nuclei were both calculated to be 0.4%, where the atomic values for the 

hyperfine interaction constants were taken from the tables of Morton and Preston [55]. The 

small s character indicates that the unpaired electron occupies almost pure p orbitals at both 

sites. For fluoromethyl radicals, Konishi and Morokuma [56] have provided a relationship 

between aF(F) and the bond spin density between the carbon and fluorine, D
CF. The equation 

is aF(F) / MHz ≈ 680 D
CF. The term D

CF may be estimated from –(D
CD

F)1/2 where D
C 

and D
F are the p-orbital spin densities at the carbon and fluorine atoms, respectively.  Using 

D
C = 0.59 and D

F = 0.11 (see above), the equation leads to aF(F) ≈ 173 MHz in reasonable 

agreement with the experimental value of 189.17(3) MHz. A simple relationship describing 

aF(N) is not available; however, it is notable that aF(N) in the ĊCN [57], ĊH2CN [53], and 

ĊF2CN radicals are similar at 10.5(11) MHz, 9.51(6) MHz, and 7.907(2) MHz, respectively.  

As expected, the similar aF(N) in ĊCN, ĊH2CN, and ĊF2CN suggests that in all cases the 

nitrogen atom has similar bonding environments. 
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3.3.4. Nitrogen Nuclear Quadrupole Coupling Tensor  

The nitrogen nuclear quadrupole coupling (NQC) tensor in the molecular principal axes, Table 

1, is compared to related nitrogen-containing species NQC tensors in the appropriate 

quadrupole principal axes systems in Table 5. The quantity (nx  ny) × 100 may be taken as the 

percentage contribution of a X=C=N() type structure to a XC≡N structure [58] (see Figure 

5), where () represents a negative formal charge. In Table 6, p-orbital populations for a subset 

of cyanide-containing species, derived from NQC tensors, are compared with quantum 

mechanically calculated values. The agreement is very good. For ĊH2CN and ĊF2CN a 

structure containing solely C=C=N() would require planarity. It is notable that, of the 

molecules shown in the table below, ĊF2CN has the highest contribution of the C=C=N() 

structure excepting that of CH2NH, which is planar and contains a “pure” C=N double bond.  

Also, of the molecules shown in the table below, the bond distance r(C≡N) ≈ 1.147 Å for all 

compounds except for ĊN and ĊF2CN for which r(C≡N) ≈ 1.162 Å, whereas the r(C=N) 

distance in CH2NH is 1.23 Å. The long CN bond in ĊF2CN together with a very short r(CC) 

= 1.379 Å are consistent with a structure that has an appreciable contribution of a C=C=N() 

structure.  

 

Table 5: Nitrogen quadrupole coupling tensors for a selection of related CN-containing 

molecules. 

Molecule Ref zz / MHz yy / MHz xx / MHz ηa (nx  ny) 

100b 

HCN [59] –4.7084(11) 2.3542c 2.3542c 0 0 

CF3CN [60] –4.666(4) 2.333c 2.333c 0 0 

CH3CN [61] –4.22473(80) 2.11236(40) 2.11236(40) 0 0 

ĊN [62] –1.275(96) 0.638c 0.638c 0 0 

ĊCN [57] –4.835(63) 2.418c 2.418c 0 0 

       

CHF2CN [63] –4.6347(87) 2.3990(90) 2.2357(87) 0.035 0.97 

ĊH2CNd [53] –4.1950(89) 2.362(13) 1.833(13) 0.126 3.15 

CH2FCN [63] –4.5278(36) 2.7098(36) 1.8180(40) 0.197 5.31 

NF2CNe [64,65] –3.90(13) 2.49(13) 1.41(13) 0.277 6.43 

ĊF2CNd This work –4.3794(28) 2.8131(45) 1.566(11) 0.285 7.42 

       

CH2NH [66] –4.51(5) 3.62(1) 0.89(5) 0.605 16.2 

a The asymmetry of the  tensor in its principal axes system, η = (xx − yy)/zz. 
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b Calculated from 𝑛𝑥 − 𝑛𝑦 =
2

3
(
𝑥𝑥−𝑦𝑦

𝑒𝑄𝑞210
) where eQq210 = 11.2 MHz [67] and nx and ny 

represent the number of electrons in p-orbitals with orientations along the x and y axes, 

respectively.  

c By symmetry. 

d Off-diagonal terms of the quadrupole coupling tensor in the molecular principal axes system 

were not determined. The components aa, bb, cc are assumed to map to the nuclear 

quadrupole principal axes such that |zz | > |yy | > |xx |. 

e The components xx , yy, zz were calculated from aa , bb, cc using a partial rs-structure. 

 

Table 6. Experimentally deriveda and calculatedb numbers of nitrogen unbalanced valence -

electrons, (Up)g g = x, y, z and calculated mean number of nitrogen valence -electrons, Ng, for 

a selection of related cyanide-containing compounds (see Table 5 for reference of source data). 

 

Molecule (Up)z (Up)y (Up)x Nz Ny Nx 

 Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.    

CF3CN 0.447 0.447 –0.223 –0.224 –0.223 –0.224 1.490 1.043 1.043 

CHF2CN 0.444 0.439 –0.230 –0.230 –0.214 –0.209 1.494 1.049 1.063 

CH2FCN 0.433 0.431 –0.259 –0.260 –0.174 –0.171 1.503 1.042 1.101 

ĊF2CN 0.419 0.418 –0.269 –0.287 –0.150 –0.131 1.469 0.998 1.103 

CH3CN 0.404 0.415 –0.202 –0.208 –0.202 –0.208 1.513 1.098 1.098 

ĊH2CN 0.401 0.414 –0.226 –0.251 –0.175 –0.163 1.485 1.042 1.101 

 

a Determined using (Up)z = zz/eQq210 etc [58]. A value of eQq210 = 10.45 MHz gave the best 

agreement with calculated values. 

b From natural atomic orbital analyses at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory.  

 

 

Figure 5. Two resonance structures (1) and (2) of ĊF2CN illustrating the unpaired electron 

along the CCN chain. Lines indicate sigma bonding orbitals; -bonding in-plane p orbitals are 
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drawn in the standard fashion; -bonding out-of-plane p orbitals are drawn as circles for 

orbitals; arcs indicate -bonding between the p orbitals. 

3.4.On the planarity of ĊF2CN 

The inertial defect, 0 = Icc  Iaa  Ibb = −2 ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑖
2

𝑖 , is often used as a measure of 

planarity. For a rigid, planar molecule, which requires that all c-coordinates are zero, then the 

inertial defect is zero. For a non-planar molecule, the inertial defect is negative. However, it is 

well known that small negative values of the inertial defect can result for planar molecules with 

low frequency out of plane vibrations. For ĊF2CN, 0 = 0.686 uÅ2, which regarding 

magnitude, is quite large for a molecule with only 9 normal modes, see Table 7. For 

comparison, of the planar species presented by Oka [68], the largest magnitude inertial defects 

are found for styrene and halogenated styrenes for which 0 is between 0.6 and 0.8 uÅ2, all 

of which have many more low-frequency out-of-plane normal modes than ĊF2CN. This result 

suggests that ĊF2CN is non-planar in keeping with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ calculated 

equilibrium geometry. To explore the source of the “splitting” on several of the observed 

transitions, a potential function for inversion was calculated at the MP2/cc-pVTZ [69] and 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ levels of theory. The potential energy function was obtained by performing 

a series of geometry optimizations while holding the umbrella angle fixed at values from 0o 

(planar) to 50o in 2.5-degree steps and then plotting energy versus umbrella angle. The potential 

energy function obtained in this way is a symmetric double minimum function with the two 

minima corresponding to mirror images of the molecule reflected through the ab principal 

inertial plane, see Figure 2. Although a formula for the reduced mass of the inversion motion 

is available for this type of molecule [70], progress was thwarted given the dramatically 

different inversion potentials obtained from the two levels of theories. At the MP2 level, the 

barrier to inversion is calculated to be high at 1800 cm1 whereas at the B3LYP level the barrier 

is very low at just 12 cm1. The extreme method dependence is interesting and, although 

providing no insight to the present question, the two reduced potentials are presented in Figure 

S-1 in the Supplementary Materials.  

However, it should be noted that the question of planarity in ĊF2CN has an extra facet 

beyond that of a pyramidal methylenic carbon in that the CCN bond is calculated to be 174o, 

which is visible in Figure 2. Rather than being an artifact of the calculation (lack of 

convergence, flat potential energy etc.), it is notable that in NF2CN [71] and PF2CN [72] the 

N/PCN bond has been experimentally determined to be 174o and 171o, respectively. This 
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suggests that the non-linear CCN bond in ĊF2CN is likely real. It is interesting to consider the 

effect of the non-linear CCN bond on the magnitude of the inertial defect. We explored this by 

first assuming a rigid and planar "CF2C-" configuration and then adjusted the CCN angle while 

keeping r(CN) constant to reproduce the experimentally obtained inertial defect of 0.686 uÅ2. 

We find that the CCN angle would have to be approximately 165o to achieve the observed 

inertial defect, which we believe unreasonable. Secondly, we took the calculated pyramidal 

structure that matches the observed rotational constants and straightened the CCN angle from 

174o to 180o. This bond straightening causes the inertial defect to increase in magnitude from 

0.686 uÅ2 to 0.94 uÅ2. Although these are crude models, the non-linear CCN bond appears 

to cause the inertial defect to be smaller in the pyramidal configuration which we believe serves 

as evidence for the non-planar geometry at the methylenic carbon. 

Table 7. Experimental inertial defects and predicted lowest frequency out of plane vibrations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

The microwave spectrum of the ĊF2CN radical was recorded in the frequency range between 

6.5 GHz and 38.4 GHz and was assigned using the support of quantum chemical calculations. 

The fine and hyperfine parameters have allowed us to determine experimental spin densities 

with the unpaired electron located primarily at the methylenic carbon. Regarding the question 

whether ĊF2CN is planar or not, our cautious conclusion is, that ĊF2CN has a nearly flat 

pyramidal structure but is not planar. The evidence supporting this conclusion are (i) the 

agreement between the quantum-chemically calculated and experimental rotational constants; 

(ii) the relatively large and negative inertial defect deduced from the experimental rotational 

constants; (iii) the inability to separately fit the IF = 0 and IF = 1 spin states, which is consistent 

with the assumption that the the radical does not have a C2v symmetry.  

 

Molecule Ref 0 / uÅ2 

ĊH2F [12] –0.009 

ĊH2
35Cl [14] 0.0328 

ĊH2
79Br [16] 0.0322 

ĊH2I [18] 0.0366 

ĊH2CCH [19] 0.0678 

ĊHF2 [73] –0.681 

ĊH2CN [53] 0.0780 

ĊF2CCH [21] –0.0846 

ĊF2CN This work –0.686 
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